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This report identifies emerging policy lessons regarding the use of, and reforms to, the 
U.S. Army’s Reserve Components (RCs) as an operational reserve derived from analyses 
of their contributions to Operations Enduring Freedom, Iraqi Freedom, New Dawn, and 
other recent contingency operations. These lessons can be applied to sustain the readiness 
of the U.S. Army Reserve and Army National Guard in future contingencies.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• How did the Iraq and Afghanistan wars affect RCs’ readiness?

• What has been the evolution of the policies involved in the development and employment of the 
operational reserve?

• What were the decisions that were made to use the U.S. Army Reserve Components?

• What recommendations can be made regarding future U.S. Army Reserve Component missions and 
force generation policies?

• How should the U.S. Army maintain the readiness of its Reserve Components to quickly become an 
operational force in the future if it is needed?

KEY FINDINGS

The Transformation of the Reserve Components During the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars  
Provides Several Valuable Lessons

• The RCs became an operational force before they were labeled as such.

• Two types of policies emerged to support RC use as an operational force—protecting from  
overuse and increasing readiness.

• The Iraq and Afghanistan wars reshaped the way the RCs were trained and equipped and  
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also promoted an expeditionary mind set within the RCs.

• The increased reliance on the RCs was largely due to demand rather than their improved readiness.

• The RCs’ readiness improved during the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.

• The RCs’ readiness benefited from forewarning, fewer logistical constraints, and relatively  
less complex missions.

• Sustaining readiness post–Iraq and Afghanistan wars is only partially a policy question: it is  
also largely a resource issue.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• If the United States wants to sustain the RCs’ readiness, it needs to continue operational  
employment of the RCs.

• Because cyclical readiness may not be the best approach in a period of diminished resources, the  
Army should consider whether the RCs should continue to use Army Force Generation (or its  
follow-on) versus return to a tiered readiness model.

• Although the policy was well intentioned and well received at the time, the Army should consider 
requesting that DoD amend the current policy that caps mobilization periods to one year, especially  
if most RC soldiers have volunteered for deployment.

• Although successful in allowing RC units to deploy more quickly after mobilization for OEF and  
OIF, the Army should reconsider the RCs’ emphasis on premobilization training. Going forward,  
if there is more uncertainty about future operations, such a premobilization focus may no longer  
be a viable option.

• If the Army wants to continue to emphasize premobilization training, then it is essential for RC  
units to have the right equipment at home station and regional training centers to make the most  
out of training.

• The RCs should fully embrace roles as nonstandard force package providers rather than insisting  
on only deploying standard Modified Table of Organization and Equipment units such as full  
Brigade Combat Teams.

• The Army should reexamine its medical readiness program for the RC and the return on investment  
in terms of readiness gained from specific forms of medical care.
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